NEW BEGINNINGS

All the words below can be found in the wordsearch grid above. They might be written forwards, backwards, up, down or diagonally. Can you find them all?

ANTHOLOGY INTERVIEW
BROTHERS MACHO
CHARITY MITSUI
CHEWING GUM NEW BEGINNINGS
COLOURING OUT OF CONTROL
CRIMSON CLOAK PARK
FAMILY PROLOG
FAST GUN QUILT
FLOWER REBIRTH
GENERATIONS RETURN
GHOST SING
HEALING SOLDIER
HOMELESS
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With a theme of rebirth and new beginnings, the sixth Crimson Cloak charity Anthology comprises seventeen donated items from sixteen authors and artists. Its sale will benefit the charity STOP IT NOW who work to stop sexual abuse of children and give families a new start. Foreword by Lisa Beere; Prolog by Brian Bossetta; Contributions by Lisa Beere, Eva Bell, Janice Clark, T. W. Embry, Don Ford, Anthony J. Gerst, Kathryn Howarth, Fifi Lavender, Cynthia MacGregor, Don McCann, Brian O’Hare, Rodney Page, Esma Race, Wesley Tallant, Veronica Taylor, Barbara Weitzner, Barbara Weitzner, Shayla Mist (cover art)